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Financial Analyst (M/F) 

 

About Neoen 
Neoen is one of the world’s leading independent producers of exclusively renewable energy. Neoen has 5.4 GW 
of solar, wind and storage capacity in operation or under construction in Australia, France, Finland, Mexico, El 
Salvador, Argentina, Ireland, Portugal, Jamaica, Mozambique, and Zambia. The company is also active in Croatia, 
Ecuador, Italy, Sweden, and the USA. Neoen’s flagship assets include France’s most powerful solar farm in Cestas 
(300 MWp), and two of the world’s largest lithium-ion batteries: Hornsdale Power Reserve (150 MW / 193.5 
MWh) and Victorian Big Battery (300 MW / 450 MWh), in Australia. 
 
A player in the fight against global warming and the energy transition, Neoen’s mission is to design and 
implement the means to produce the most competitive renewable electricity, sustainably and on a large scale. 
As a responsible company whose long-term vision is reflected in a strong and sustainable growth strategy, Neoen 
is targeting 10 GW capacity in operation or under construction by end of 2025. 
 
Neoen (ISIN Code: FR0011675362, ticker: NEOEN) is listed in Compartment A of the regulated market of Euronext 
Paris. 
 
For more information: www.neoen.com 

 
Role purpose  
To support our rapid growth in the Americas, we are looking for a Financial Analyst - Americas. In this role, you 

will join the Americas finance team and be supporting the Development teams for greenfield projects or 

partnerships, participating in acquisitions of projects and leading their integration, planning and execution. You 

will also assist the Controlling teams during the life of the projects and work on every possible financial 

optimization.  

  

Based preferably in Mexico (Buenos Aires being an option), you will report to the Finance Director for Europe, 

Africa and America, based in Paris. You will share your time between:  

 

Support to development (greenfield, partnership, new projects, new countries) 

▪ Early involvement in the projects with Development, Legal and Financing teams 

▪ Study of best set-up in new countries, and associated tax implications   

▪ Tax structuring and efficiency at project level 

▪ Involvement in project development: models review, tax review, financial close, contract review (EPC, 

O&M), supervision of equity proof 

▪ M&A: review of financial and tax aspects of  SPAs and SHAs, integration in Neoen 

 

Support to Controlling 

▪ Handover of projects from the development and the financing teams to Controlling 

▪ Set-up of construction budgets and hand over to Controlling 

▪ Off balance-sheet commitments follow-up 

▪ Cash Flow Forecast and optimization 

▪ Assistance to project refinancing and waivers, support to covenants compliance 

▪ Assistance on cash distribution out of the SPVs 

▪ Sales of assets 

http://www.neoen.com/
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▪ Set up of operational models 

 

Candidate profile  
You have 5 years of work experience, with at least one experience in modelling, or M&A or Transaction Advisory, 

and you are eager to work as part of a finance team close to business.   

You are very familiar with financial models and due diligences (strong modeling skills are a requirement), and 

also have a good knowledge of accounting, project financing, taxes, legal and are willing to be involved in each 

step of the projects.  

You are reliable, results oriented, autonomous, rigorous and analytical, with a good sense of business and proven 

communication skills.  

You are fluent in Spanish and English (written and spoken).  

 

Conditions  

Permanent contract  

Based in Mexico or Buenos Aires, your work might require some travelling in North, South and Central America  

Starting date: as soon as possible 

 

Please send your application at recruitment.finance@neoen.com  
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